Leone. Their analysis identified three distinct phylogenetic lineages and reported an evolutionary rate of ∼ 2 × 10 −3 per site per year, or roughly one nucleotide change every two weeks. This corresponds to a rate almost twice as high as estimates from previous outbreaks [5] . These viral evolutionary dynamics in continuous human-to-human transmission are in agreement with measurements from intra-host evolution of filoviruses in primates [6] .
Tracking the virus as it evolves during the course of the outbreak is an important goal of genomic surveillance, which has been facilitated with highthroughput genomics techniques. These techniques can rapidly sequence intrahost viral particles to high depth and provide estimates of allele frequencies at each position. Consensus-based approaches, which represent each patient with the majority allele measured at each position, have an inherent resolution of a single nucleotide. When the timescale of the outbreak is shorter than the average evolutionary time, as is the case with the 2014 ebolavirus outbreak, there will be insufficient genetic diversity for consensus approaches to provide good resolution into the evolution of the infectious agent. This suggests additional methods to gain what we term subnucleotide resolution into the evolutionary history of the outbreak.
Many samples in the Sierra Leone cohort were sequenced at sufficient depth to call subclonal variants, and initial analysis alluded to the presence of intrahost diversity and shared subclonal variants (SSVs) [3] . Based on genomic analysis as well as epidemiological data, Schieffelin et al. [4] reconstructed possible transmission chains; however, both studies missed evidence of SSVs that were later observed fixed in the cohort. Further, neither study attempted to integrate SSVs into a phylogenetic analysis, and while each suggested the presence of multiclonal transmissions, they did not attempt to assess the effective bottleneck size during possible direct transmissions or within the cohort.
Here, we incorporate subclonal diversity into a phylogenetic analysis using metrics from population genetics, following suggestions in Spielman et al. [7] . We identify several variants whose shared presence at subclonal frequencies shed light on interesting phylogenetic relationships not captured by consensus-based analyses. Finally, we introduce an information-theoretic method with which we estimate effective viral bottleneck size within a patient and during a transmission. When consensus diversity is limited and the outbreak spread exceeds the evolutionary rate, we show that measurement of subclonal diversity can provide valuable information for genomic surveillance.
Subclonal variants. We performed variant calling on the Sierra Leone cohort from Gire et al. [3] using the 1976 Zaire isolate as reference. Because we were interested in confidently identifying SSVs, we retained only samples with mean sequencing depth ≥ 500×, which allowed us to obtain frequency estimates as low as 0.5% in 75 of the original 98 samples, from 64 of the original 78 patients. We identified an average of 568 variants per sample (range 559 to 582). Compared to the 1976 Zaire isolate, 541 variants were fixed in all Sierra Leone samples and 37 were found fixed during the current outbreak in at least one sample. We found 10 variants with frequencies ranging from ≥ 50% to <100%, and detected 221 subclonal variants at < 50%, 45 of which were present in more than one sample. In our analysis, we identified all but two variants that Gire et al. reported, in addition to eight SSVs that they missed. Four of these variants were also found fixed in the cohort. Our analysis retained five patients with two, one patient with three, and one patient with four temporal samples.
Phylogenetic patterns arising from SSVs. To incorporate the subnucleotide information from SSVs, we used Nei's standard genetic distance [8] , which assumes genetic differences are due to accumulation of mutations and genetic drift ( Figure 1A ). In patients with longitudinal data, we found limited variation in estimates of diversity during the course of the disease ( Figure  1B ), indicating the absence of hard selection sweeps and/or small population size effects after diagnosis. We also found stronger consensus-based similarity between pairs of samples with SSV compared to those without SSV (rank-sum test p-value: 5.1e-8), consistent with the expectation that samples sharing subclonal variants should be more related than those with no common subclonal variants ( Figure 1C) .
We used neighbor-joining to construct two phylogenetic trees: a consensus tree based on variants with frequencies ≥ 50%, and an SSV tree ( Figure  2 ). Examining the consensus tree, we identified three clades, in agreement with previous analyses [3, 9] . Four fixed variants (at sites 800, 8,928, 15,963, and 17,142) defined the split between clade 1 and clades 2 and 3. The split between clade 2 and clade 3 was due solely to a non-coding variant at position 10,218. Within each clade there were several degenerate sequences, and the finest resolution obtained was a single nucleotide. In this case, the sampling period spanned roughly one month, not sufficient time for substantial diversity to accumulate. When we considered the SSV tree, however, we observed that while the broad structure remained identical, the addition of subclonal information broke several degeneracies and introduced new branching patterns not observed in the consensus tree. We first noted the overwhelming role played by position 10,218 in generating the tree. We then highlighted notable substructures in the SSV tree and assigned them cluster labels. In particular, we identified seven clusters with phylogenetic relationships that arose due to the effect of SSVs (summarized in Table 1 ). Nonetheless, we do not suggest these patterns form persistent subclades, simply that they involve interesting patterns not discernible in a consensus analysis.
In clade 1, a missense variant at site 15,599 rose from 7.5% in G3676 to become fixed in G3686. This defined cluster 1A. In clade 2, a synonymous variant at site 11,943 present at 1.5% in G3682 later became fixed in two patients, G3787 and G3831, constituting cluster 2A. A set of eleven shared variants between patients G3820 and G3838, including a possible back-mutation to the ancestral allele at position 5,535, defined cluster 2B. A set of samples that contained the variant at position 10,218 at < 50%, as well as a unique SSV at position 9,316 (range 1.3% to 17.9%), defined cluster 2C.
In clade 3, cluster 3A was defined by the set of samples for which the variant at position 10,218 was present at > 50% though not fixed. Cluster 3B represented an interesting relationship that was not visible in the consensus data. G3822 harbored a synonymous variant fixed at position 4,976 and G3856 harbored a synonymous variant fixed at position 12,885. In the consensus, no evidence existed to bring these two together, however we identified EM110, which harbored the variant alleles at both sites at < 50%. This directly implicated EM110 as a putative ancestor of G3822 and G3856, with the two mutations existing unphased in EM110.
A non-coding variant at site 8,280, present at 3.3% in G3834, was found fixed in G3817. Because G3834 shared another fixed variant with other five patients, all seven patients were grouped together, defining cluster 3C. However, no phylogenetic relationship was consistent with this observed pattern, leading us to hypothesize either homoplasy or possible coinfection.
Finally, there were several SSVs that were shared between patients, but neighbor-joining did not bring together. A synonymous variant at site 10,509, present at only 1.3% in EM111, was observed at 100% in G3724. These two patients also harbored the variant at site 10,218 at 78% in EM111 and 100% in G3724, suggesting EM111 a plausible transmission ancestor of G3724. A shared subclonal variant at position 7,326 in G3831 (0.9%) and G3827 (6.25%) was the sole subclonal variant shared across clades 2 and 3. Again,
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Transmission bottleneck size and effective viral population. The presence of many shared subclonal variants between patients and the high fraction of reported cases in Sierra Leone from May 25th to June 20th represented by this dataset (∼ 70%) [10] strongly suggested direct transmission within this cohort [4] . However, comprehensive reconstruction of the exact chain of transmission has not been possible [4, 9] . Further, shared subclonal variants suggested bulk transmission, implying multiple viral populations can passage between individuals -more than a single founder population. While the idea of bulk transmission has been suggested in HIV [11, 12] , to our knowledge, estimates of transmission bottlenecks from deep sequencing have not been attempted. We therefore estimated the effective transmission bottleneck size within a patient and during transmission based on an informationtheoretic method ( Figure 3A) . Here, we assumed minimal rise in diversity during the course of a patient's disease, in agreement with our observation in seven patients for whom temporal samples were available ( Figure 1B) . In these patients, we estimated intrahost effective viral population size to be at least 10 5 viral particles (range 260 to 1,183,885). In direct transmission amongst 16 pairs of patients, we found a lower bound of 10 2 viral particles (range 0 to 800) effectively representing transmission population size, significantly smaller than the intrahost effective population ( Figure 3B and Table  2 ).
Conclusion. Genomic surveillance promises to shed light on outbreak dynamics; however, when the rate of outbreak expansion exceeds the evolutionary rate, there may be insufficient resolution in consensus analysis to adequately track phylogenetic relationships. Advances in sequencing technologies now allow discovering very rare variants present as few as 1 out of 1,000 viral particles in each patient [6] . The study of viral evolutionary dynamics will benefit from treating patients as populations of viruses rather than a collection of single genomes. Our application of Nei's standard genetic distance in reconstruction phylogenetic relationships incorporates population genetics methodologies. Tracking shared subclonal variants provides further information when tracking disease transmission and enhances resolution of evolutionary relationships to scales on the order of transmission time. Moreover, the information from SSV helps elucidate transmission processes
beyond traditional consensus-based approaches, informing on the number of viral particles involved and potential sources of coinfections.
A caveat of our method is that it does not incorporate temporal information. Time in the case of 2014 ebolavirus outbreak can be a confounder, as the reported sampling time will not reflect where in the course of the infection a patient currently resides. This is of particularly important concern when the time scale of data collection is very short, on the same order as the infection period. Future work should focus on incorporating spatial and temporal annotations into the model.
Methods
Identifying shared subclonal variants. Raw sequencing reads from Gire et al. [3] were obtained from BioProject PRJNA257197. We mapped the reads to 1976 Zaire ebolavirus isolate (GenBank: NC 002549) using the Bowtie 2 aligner [13] . Because we were interested in calling shared subclonal variants, we limited our analysis to samples with mean coverage depth ≥ 500×. To identify statistically significant variants, we used the SAVI (Statistical Algorithm for Variant Identification) algorithm [14] , which constructed empirical priors for the distribution of variant frequencies. From that prior, we obtained a corresponding high-credibility interval (posterior probability ≥ 1 − 10 −5 ) for the frequency of each variant. Variants were considered present when observed with a lower bound frequency ≥ 0.5%. In some samples, due to higher sequencing depth, we were able to obtain frequency estimates below 0.5%; however, we chose this threshold to maintain consistent power for discovering variants at the cohort's mean sequencing depth of 2,000× [15] . We filtered the variants for indel systematic sequencing errors mapping within homopolymeric tracts, and excluded adjacent, phased variants with highly correlated frequencies across all samples. We assessed variants' strand bias against the dominant allele at their position using Fisher's exact test. For patients with temporal samples, we excluded variants when the strand bias was significant in all samples (p-value ≤ 0.01). We applied a similar criterion to pairs of samples when calculating genetic distances and bottleneck sizes.
Reconstructing phylogenetic trees. To compare viral populations between samples, we used Nei's standard genetic distance [8] . If there existed 6 .
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with p i and q i as the frequencies of variant i in samples 1 and 2, respectively. We constructed phylogenetic trees using the neighbor-joining method as implemented in PHYLIP [16] . Other genetic distances such as Nei's D A [17], Nei's minimum genetic distance [18] produced similar results.
Estimating effective viral population size. We assumed independence between variants and minimal variation in their frequencies during the course of a patient's disease, consistent with the collected data, and estimated a lower bound on transmission bottleneck size with methods derived from information theory ( Figure 3A ). We applied a similar approach to estimate effective population size within a patient when temporal data were available. If there existed n i copies of virus harboring variant i in sample 1, the probability of observing m i viral particles with the same variant in sample 2 could be described with binomial sampling as
with N as the bottleneck size. After changing the variable n i to N p i and m i to N q i , respectively, for s number of shared variants, the likelihood of the observed state would become
We then followed Stirling's approximation for factorials, log(n!) = n log(n) − n + 1 2
, and derived the log-likelihood to be
with KL(q i |p i ) representing the Kullback-Leibler divergence of q i from p i [19] . Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimate of N , describing the lower bound on effective bottleneck size, waŝ
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We calculated effective bottleneck size for pairs of patients who shared at least one non-fixed variant, excluding the variant at site 10,218. We calculated N eff in both orientations, from sample 1 to sample 2 and vice versa. We would like to emphasize that this is a lower bound on N eff as sequencing of viral populations in each sample should be considered as additional Markov processes.
. (Here, we only show data collected from the chiefdom of Jawie.) B) There was minimal rise in intrahost genomic diversity during the course of the disease. The dip at the third temporal sample in G4769 corresponded to its lower sequencing depth and less sensitivity in identifying variants compared to patient's other samples. The relative rise in diversity in G3676 corresponded to 1-2% change in frequency of six variants, still within their allele frequency confidence intervals. C) Samples that shared subclonal variants also had similar consensus genomes. In 26 pairs with SSV (Table 2) , the mean pairwise consensus distance was significantly smaller than that of pairs with no SSV (< 1 nucleotide in SSV pairs versus > 2 in non-SSV pairs, rank-sum test p-value: 5.1e-8). Figure 3 : Effective transmission bottleneck size. A) Assuming minimal variation in variant frequency during the course of infection, we used binomial sampling to estimate lower bounds on effective transmission bottlenecks. SSVs provide evidence for bulk transmission of viral particles. This approach does not assume direct transmission, and is applicable whenever there is overlap of subclonal variants. B) Our results revealed a transmission bottleneck size significantly smaller than the intrahost effective viral population.
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. Non-coding ∼ 5% in G3820 and G3838, a back-mutation to ancestral allele 6,127
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Missense ∼ 5% in G3820 and G3838 7,957
Missense ∼ 5% in G3820 and G3838 8, 204 Non-coding ∼ 1% in G3820 and G3838 8,880
Synonymous ∼ 17% in G3820 and G3838 11,246
Non-coding ∼ 4% in G3820 and G3838 11,283
Non-coding ∼ 19% in G3820 and G3838 
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